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KFG H&H Measurement is specialist in level measurement. We are a Dutch company with major experience in the field of liquid
and gas processing for ‘onshore and offshore’ applications. From the North Sea to Oman. In this newsletter we are pleased to
inform you on our new technical support services. Adding even more value to our level gauges, glass gauges and float switches!

M3 Technical Support

Maximum service for customers

M3 Technical Support (Measurement Mounting & Maintenance
service) is a new installation and support service available from
H&H Measurement. We have been providing top quality level
measurement products for many years and can now offer our
customers extra service packages. For trouble-free on-site
installation in high-pressure and high-temperature environments
anywhere in the world. By experienced and certified welders,
installers and project managers.
M3 | Measurement
Have our specialist on-site to measure everything

At H&H Measurement we are strongly committed to customer
satisfaction and service in all stages, from pre-sales to sales and
technical after-sales service.

that is needed to ensure that you get our products
with the right specs. This guarantees faster

Pre-sales: valuable technical consultancy

installation.

Preparation is key. Our specialists can offer their expert
consultancy in your project planning stage on:

M3 | Mounting
Our mounting and welding specialists have the right
product knowledge and welding experience to fit
our level measurement equipment as quickly as





the right type of level measurement solution
the right specs in terms of size and materials
the exact measurements of all connections.

possible. Success guaranteed.
Sales and delivery: quick and reliable installation:
M3 | Maintenance
After installation, we can assist in the maintenance
of the level measurement equipment. Anywhere in
the world. For long-term results, guarantees and




installation by experience and certified welders
guaranteed, quick connections to your system

After-sales: excellent maintenance

benefits.

Read more about M3 Technical Support on
www.-h-hm.com/m3-tecnical-support





regular checks on the running of our products
arranging spare part replacements if necessary
securing the guarantees on our solutions

High quality products

Specialized & qualified welders

Our main concern is to provide you with safe and reliable
solutions whenever high pressure level measurement is involved,
whether you need 2- or 3-way solenoids, transmitters, heated
hoses or tracing. With our products you will have absolute
guarantee of a continuing and fault free production process.

One of our service packages include qualified welders and piping
specialists for mounting & maintenance on your location. For the
technical installation of our equipment we work together with the
excellent staff of Fluidor RVSA Services B.V. They will get your
system up and running in no time.

Check out our website www.h-hm.com for our product overview.

Fons Kelder: “Our installation
experts are qualified to work with
high pressure equipment. Their

Safeguarding your investments

certificates include safety
procedures and tooling as well as

We know from experience how important the role of our level

the removing and placing of stud-

measurement equipment can be in large installations. Therefore

bolts, flenses, gaskets and closures. The technicians in our team are all

we are committed to offering truly the best solution and making

multilingual and internationally experienced. They have a vast,

sure its installation is a quick and worry-free process for our

worldwide experience in the oil and gas industry, utilities and chemical

customers. Getting you the best out of your level measurement

industries. And they have all been certified in their area of expertise,

investments.

whether for first fitting, high quality welding, or mounting activities in the
installation sector. All technicians contribute to effective solutions!”

When can we help you?
We look forward to hearing about your next project and how we
can advise you on the right products AND services to provide you
with the best level measurement solution.



John Huijsman: “We know from experience how delicate the process of
choosing and installing level measurement equipment can be. We know
what products can work best with high pressure, high temperature or
high-demand liquids. And after delivery of the products we are
committed to making them work quickly. We want to stop local
inexperienced general technicians making costly mistakes in the
installation process, such as letting parts of the shipment go missing,
dropping the products or brutally damaging connections. Believe me,
we have seen it happing. Therefore we are very pleased we can now
offer expert replacements for those weakest links. With experienced
welders and fitters who know the level measurement products like no
other and ensure safe and guaranteed connections and results.”

Call +31 (0)13 533 96 88
E-mail to info@h-hm.com

